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MIF ACADEMY
Delivering Finnish world-class Education
with an AI Learning Environment

ONSITE, REMOTE OR ONLINE. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

WELCOME TO

MIF ACADEMY
MIF Academy is pioneering global online

MIF Academy is part of Nasdaq listed Soprano

education with an AI learning environment.

Plc, the leading Nordic private training group. MIF

In collaboration with our highly qualified

Academy and the Soprano Group’s 6 Business

partners and universities, we provide Diplomas,

Schools have over 70 years of pedagogical

Certificates

experience,

and

Vocational

Qualifications

students

annually

from

2200

that are valid in all European Countries. Delivering

organizations in more than 50 countries. We have

Finnish world-class education with an AI Learning

validated ISO 9001 quality standard in all our

Environment globally onsite, remote or online.

units.

The choice is yours.
MIF Academy, Soprano Plc’s education exports
MIF Academy has digitally designed course

department is an official member of Education

content, made by industry expert trainers, based

Finland Program. The Program is governed by the

on Finnish pedagogy and leading educational

Finnish National Agency for Education.

psychology in an AI online learning environment.
READ MORE AT

We are able to deliver learning analytics by applying

MIFACADEMY.COM

Artificial Intelligence that reveals what factors
impact individual learning. Our combination of
content and educational technology results in
optimized study motivation, reduced drop-outs
and improved learning results.
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MIF ACADEMY’S

SERVICES
We provide the Finnish, international and local partners an advanced virtual learning platform for
producing high-quality and locally relevant learning content that is available with reasonable price
for everybody across the globe. We utilize the Finnish, international and local experts as facilitators
of learning on remote and onsite. We form strategic alliances with local training service providers and
learning content producers. Together we utilize the Finnish pedagogical model to improve learning
results and transfer our Finnish expertise.

ONLINE AND BLENDED LEARNING
COURSES AND PROGRAMS

SOLUTIONS AND PROJECTS
►►

►►

Teacher Professional Development

►►

Cyber Security

►►

ICT & Project Management

►►

International Trade

►►

Management & Leadership

►►

Communications & Marketing

►►

Vocational Qualifications

►►

Healthcare

►►

Accounting

Concept for quality of professional
education development

►►

Concept for development of a modern
professional life-long learning institute

►►

Cyber security capacity development on
national and institutional level

►►

Concept for boosting export sector based
on the Finnish experiences

►►

Cost-effective training for personnel and
customers of international corporations

BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS WITH
LOCAL ACCREDITED PARTNERS

VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Students can complete further and specialist

We form strategic alliances with local training

vocational qualifications as competence-based

service providers and learning content

qualifications, independent of how they have

producers. Together we utilize the Finnish

acquired the necessary skills.

pedagogical model to improve learning results
Vocational skills will be demonstrated in

and transfer our Finnish expertise.

practical work situations. An individual learning
Explore Finnish education expertise and

pathway will be drawn up for every student.

international high-quality facilitators of learning

Further and specialist vocational qualifications

both onsite and remote.

meet the European Qualifications Framework
EQF levels 4 and 5.

MIF ACADEMY IN NUMBERS

50+ 70+ 1 500+ 2 200+
COUNTRIES

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

TRAINING PROGRAMS

CUSTOMER

ORGANIZATIONS
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MIF ACADEMY’S

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Finnish excellence in education is built with highly-

their careers that benefit the school communities as well as

competent teachers. Finnish teacher development equips

the educational ecosystem around them.

teachers with solid theoretical and practical skills in order to
facilitate learning for diverse groups of learners. A teacher

We provide high-quality programs for teachers in all levels

is a proactive developer of their own work as well as of

of education and teacher trainers. Programs are based on the

the schools they work in. We embrace the importance of

Finnish education system and practices but adjusted to local

teachers’ systematic competence-development throughout

education system and development needs.

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
HIGH IMPACT TEACHER
DEVELOPMENT FROM FINLAND
High-Impact Teacher program is a highquality

part-time

development
program

from

in-service

and

teacher

1. Student-engaging learning
practices

Micro-learning modules
with specific objectives

train-the-trainers

Finland.

This

teacher

2. Teaching future skills

Collaborative online
participation

3. High-impact learning

Evaluating current
practices

education program is designed by professor
Kirsti Lonka, an expert in innovative learning
methods and environments, the author of
book “Phenomenal Learning from Finland”
and experienced teacher educator.

4. Phenomenon-based
learning

Validated measurements
for feedback

Finnish pedagogical innovations put into
practice in the local context in a meaningful
way, build local capacity and provide access

5. Social and emotional
learning

into the next generation online learning
platform for everybody.
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Project templates and
ready to use lesson plans

DIALOGUE IN TEACHING
Dialogue refers to open-minded and respectful interpersonal
relationships. It allows learning together, thinking together,
and sharing experiences. Active learning methods support
dialogue and some of them are presented and practiced
during the course.

ENGAGING STUDENT IN LEARNING
Self-directed learning aims to reduce the need for external
control of the teacher and rely on the student’s own
autonomy. Students set their own goals and as such take
responsibility for their own learning. The new role of the
teacher is practiced on the course.
Study modes of Dialogue in Teaching & Engaging Student
in Learning are based on student-centered learning and
learners actively participate in their own learning process.
Both courses are studied online, but participants integrate
assignments into their teaching. There are independent tasks
(assignments, reflections and readings) and group discussions
and tasks. Dialogue in Teaching & Engaging Student in
Learning are done in affiliation with EduRes Consulting.

TEACH LIKE A FINN!
Teach Like a Finn! is a teacher professional development
program. The focus of the program is to give teachers
practical tools they can use immediately in their teaching.
The training will increase the teachers’ student-centred
teaching practises, thus improving students’ learning
outcomes and classroom atmosphere.

TEACH LIKE A FINN! PROGRAMS
►► Primary and Secondary Education Path
►► Early Childhood Education Path

EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL
Our

Innovation

Camp

programs

are

for

education

professionals seeking to experience the Finnish education
system first-hand. For students, we offer our Student
Programmes which are a blend of project-based learning
and Finnish culture. Both programs, for professionals and
students, are crafted according to the group’s interests and
learning objectives. Teach Like a Finn! and Education Travel
programs are powered by KOULU Group.
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PROGRAMS FOR PROFESSIONAL
TEACHERS

FINNISH SCHOOL CONCEPT
Finnish International School is a comprehensive school

The purpose of Basics of Learner-centred pedagogy is to

concept that comprises of all elements of school design from

introduce the participants with the theory background of

jointly developing a mission and vision to quality assurance.

learner-centred pedagogy. Also, it emphasizes on how to

The school concept includes implementing a Finnish

construct positive and empowering learning environment.

International Curriculum that builds on broad competencies,

The participants will also learn to appreciate individual

in addition to physical and digital learning environment

strengths and needs of their diverse learners.

design. Finnish School Concept is powered by KOULU Group.

Participants of Facilitating Learning in Practise course will
acquire a practical set of skills needed in the facilitating of
learning in various learning environments. We also explore
how to apply understanding of human behavior in practice,
and e.g. how to resolve possible conflict situations.
Both programs provide the participating teachers with
insights on of learner-centred pedagogy and practical
facilitation of learning. Programs build teachers’ e-pedagogy
skills and provide participants with skills and competencies
to plan pedagogically sound learning processes in virtual
environments and facilitate learning in them, produce
meaningful learning assignments and materials online.
Programs for Professional Teachers are done in cooperation
with JAMK University of Applied Sciences.

EDUCATION IN EMERGENCIES
The world is seeing a rising number of crises stemming from
epidemics, disasters, conflicts and wars. Providing education
during these life changing events has a significant impact to
the lives of children in the middle of it all. The positive impact
will enrol to the society as a whole. A holistic well-being is
at stake when planning the manner of how the education is
being provided. Positive results of quality early childhood
education can be seen later in life.
As the situations prolong, the children are the ones who
suffer the most and their education is being jeopardised.
In some cases situations overlap generations. Education
in Emergencies sets special requirements, this is where
the highly experienced and motivated Huippu Education’s
experts are specialised in. Working in fragile areas and crises
needs a special approach, blended methods in teaching and
deep understanding of the sensitivity of the situations.
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MIF ACADEMY’S

CYBER SECURITY PROGRAMS

READ
MORE

Establishing cyber security requires a sustained commitment

We offer a unique package that helps you to upgrade your

to learning, training and good practices. Cyber security is

organization’s cyber security and face the modern threats

also demanding because the threat landscape is constantly

of the cyber world. We bring together Finnish cyber security

evolving as our societies and economies are transformed

strategic, technological, pedagogical and e-learning expertise

by the rapid pace of digitalization. Therefore, maintaining

under one roof in collaboration with our highly qualified

effective cyber security is an ongoing challenge for all states,

partners. Cyber Security solutions are powered by 360

companies and organisations of different sizes.

Cyber Academy, a collaboration between MIF Academy,
Cyberwatch Finland and Claned Group.

We help your organization to understand the big picture
as well as the details, so you can make the right decisions
concerning cyber security. We offer trusted Finnish strategic
and technological cyber security know-how, pedagogical
excellence and e-learning expertise – a comprehensive,
world-class solution for the cyber security needs of your
organization.

CYBER TRAINING SERVICES BASED ON ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS
Cyber security training programs are tailored for customer

both public and private, to effectively analyze relevant cyber

needs, for executives and employees. The trainings can be

security risks and develop cyber security resilience to be able

conducted on our online learning platform. Interaction with

to respond to future challenges accordingly.

our trainers can take place online or with remote sessions.
Workshops and other forms of face-to-face trainings can be

In collaboration with Cyberwatch Finland and its extensive

integrated into programs when needed.

global networks, MIF Academy provides support to
governments aiming towards developing their national cyber

MIF Academy’s flagship cyber security program is Cyber

security strategy. Developing your cyber resilience enables

Security for Leaders, which builds organisations’ capacity,

you to secure your most valuable assets.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Knowledge on what is in the mind of International companies is
crucial to success. We cover all aspects of international business
from the first stage of foreign trade to the management of
multicultural virtual teams. Our focus areas are training for
international growth, improved profitability and smooth running.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE PROGRAMS

►► Leading the International Growth and Market Expansion
►► International Sales and Marketing Management
►► The Global Market: Know Your Operating Environment
and Customers
AND MANY MORE...

ECONOMY & BUSINESS
Economy & Business programs develop student’s commercial
and future working life skills. Programs offer meaningful ways
of learning economic and we believe that experimental learning
is the key to achieve the best learning results. Our method is
to offer you experiences of success in the fields of the economy,
working life, society and entrepreneurship. Economy & Business
programs are powered by EduTAT.

ECONOMY & BUSINESS PROGRAMS
►► Sales, Marketing and Commercialisation
►► Economy, Money and Entrepreneurship
►► Interaction and Negotiation Skills
AND MANY MORE...

ACCOUNTING
Explore key accounting and financial management practices, and
gain the essential expertise required for effective management
of financial business activities. We offer articulate accounting
training that is based on extensive practical experience for
corporations and training institutions. Online courses and
interaction with our trainers bring you practical and useful tips
that your organization can easily apply.

ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS

►► Mergers and Acquisitions
►► Consolidation
►► General Financial Statements Information
AND MANY MORE...
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PROGRAMS
Our 1500 certificate leading training programs are specialized in Teacher Development, Cyber Security,
Management, Communication, International trade, ICT, Digital Transformation and Accounting. Programs can
be delivered onsite, remote, online with the help of an AI online learning environment.

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING

►► Negotiation Skills
►► Effective Work in a Self-directing Organization
►► Human Resource & Diversity Development

►► Presentations Skills
►► Change Communication
►► Effective Professional Writing

AND MANY MORE...

AND MANY MORE...

ICT & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

►► Microsoft Office
►► Windows 10
►► IT Cloud Infrastructure Development

►► Further Vocational Qualification in

First Line Management
►► Further Vocational Qualification for
Entrepreneurs

AND MANY MORE...

AND MANY MORE...

LIVE AND STUDY IN
FINLAND

MIF Academy is a partner of Edunation, that support Finnish
Higher Education Institutions in international student recruitment.
Students can apply for bachelor’s and master’s degree programs
or attend short academic courses. Please, contact us if you are
interested in studies in the Finnish HEIs.

TRAINING OF
PERSONNEL,
CUSTOMERS AND
SUBCONTRACTORS

Soprano Group is the leading trainer of corporations in the Nordic
countries and pioneering training on a next generation online
learning platform. Nowadays corporations are seeking for costeffective ways to build capacity of their personnel, customers and
sub-contractors constituting their supply chain. Contact us and
elaborate with us what kind of solutions are available for improving
your competitive position in the market.
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EXPERIENCE FINNISH EDUCATION
Visit the Finland Education Experience Center

Offering great opportunities to explore high-quality Finnish education and
training in the heart of Helsinki.
The Finland Education Experience Center lies in the

The Experience Lab combines the Finnish Education

heart of Helsinki City, in a park by the sea. Location

system,

between The National Opera and The Finlandia Hall

organizations and EdTech startups into a total

and standing opposite two major five stars hotels

experience. Education Experience Center and

is unique. It combines beautiful Finnish nature and

Experience Lab together with a wide network

Helsinki City historic architecture.

of Finnish Education pioneers give visitors an

highly

qualified

Finnish

education

opportunity to explore and experience the best
Finland has become known as a home for world-

innovations for lifelong learning on all levels of

class education and Finnish education system has

Finnish education.

been in the focus of international interests for several
years. Education Experience Center offers brilliant

The visitors receive a memorable picture of what

facilities for exploring high-quality Finnish education

Finland has to offer and how Finnish education

and training. New center has a large selection of

organizations can support the development of

highly qualified Finnish education organizations

learning and education in other parts of the world.

under the same roof. The best parts of Finnish

The visits of international delegations can be planned

education are always present due to our university

and adapted according to each visitor’s own field and

partners education export specialists having their

level of expertise.

own workspaces in the facilities.
Experience Lab is created
in cooperation with Finnish
Education authorities,
Education Finland and their
member organizations.

The Center also includes the main office of an awardwinning intelligent learning platform developer,
Claned which allows seamless collaboration.
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AI ONLINE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Learning Analytics

MIF Academy website

Student login

Course library

Select the course

Student overview

Course components

Supported file types

Assesment view

MIF Academy has digitally designed course content, made by industry expert trainers, based on Finnish pedagogy and
leading educational psychology in an AI learning environment. We are utilizing an award-winning Finnish AI online learning
platform Claned, to provide improved learning results.

Content & collaboration

Learning analytics

Social learning

Accumulated study time

Study frequency

Topic interest maps

Individual study times

Personal learning paths

We are able to deliver learning analytics by applying Artificial Intelligence that reveals what factors impact individual learning.
Our combination of content and education technology results in optimized study motivation and improved learning results.
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WHY FINLAND?
The Best Health and
Primary Education

The Happiest Country

The Most Free Country

World Happiness Report ▪ 2019

Freedom House ▪ 2018

The Second Best
Networked Readiness

The Best Contributor to the
Common Good of Humanity

World Health Organization ▪ 2016

World Economic Forum ▪ 2018

The Most Stable Country

The Best Human Capital
and Research

World Economic Forum ▪ 2018

The Second Best Higher
Education and Training
World Economic Forum ▪ 2018

The Safest Country
World Economic Forum ▪ 2018

Fund for Peace ▪ 2018

INSEAD ▪ 2018

DELIVERING FINNISH WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION
MIF

Academy

delivers

Finnish

world-class

transfer our Finnish expertise. Our network of

education with an AI Learning Environment

highly qualified education organization allows us

globally. We utilize the Finnish, international

to bring forth Finnish world-class education all

and local expert as facilitator´s of learning on

across the globe. In collaboration with selected

remote and onsite. We form strategic alliances

partners and universities, we are developing more

with local training service providers and learning

and more attractive online-training programs and

content producers. Together we utilize the Finnish

content that can be distributed to international

pedagogical model to improve learning results and

markets.

DO YOU WANT TO COLLABORATE WITH US?
Now, we are looking for highly qualified partners, universities and training companies to collaborate
with us as content providers and distributors locally. If you are interested, please contact us at
info@mifacademy.com and we will find a right solution for you.

MIF Academy and the Soprano Group’s 6 Business Schools have over 70 years of
pedagogical experience, students annually from 2 200 organizations in more than
50 countries. We have validated ISO 9001 quality standard in all our units.
mifacademy.com | info@mifacademy.com
Mannerheimintie 15, 00260 Helsinki, Finland

HELSINKI | TAMPERE | JYVÄSKYLÄ | OULU | STOCKHOLM | GOTHENBURG | ST. PETERSBURG | JOHANNESBURG
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